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MONDAY, AUGUST 15, 2016

As part of community involvement,
Rotary Club of Trivandrum Royal distrib-
uted Excellence Awards in Kuwait on

August 12, 2016, at the Inn & Go Hotel (Swiss
Bel Hotel), Kuwait City.

Justice Balakrishnan, the former Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of India inaugu-
rated the 69th Independence Day Celebration
of India and Rotary Awards Ceremony, by the
traditional lamp lighting along with the Indian

Ambassador Sunil Jain, Club Secretary Rtn.
MPHF Dr J Moses,  Rtn. Major Donor PG
Muraleedharan, The Organzing Secretary of
Shantigiri Ashram, Rtn. Swami Gururetnam
Jnana Tapaswi, B S Pillai, Program Committee
Chairman, Vice-Chairman Shyny Frank and
Convener M A Nizam. Dr J Moses chaired the
meeting, while Program Committee Chairman
B S Pillai welcomed the audience.

In his inaugural address Justice Balakrishnan

stressed the importance of improving literacy
rate especially among the female sector in India.
Further, he wished all success to the continued
societal activities of the Rotary Club of
Trivandrum Royal, and congratulated the
awardees. The Indian Ambassador also in his
felicitation speech congratulated the efforts and
initiatives of the Rotary Club for hosting such an
event in Kuwait. The Ambassador also praised
the social commitment of the club and wished

all success. Thereafter, both Justice Balakrishnan
and the Indian Ambassador distributed the
Rotary International Excellence Awards.  There
were six recipients for this prestigious award.
Suresh C Pillai (The Best Businessman),
Sebastian Joseph ( The Lifetime Achievement) G
Sekharan Nair (The Life Time Achievement),
Hakkim A (The Life Time Achievement) Shemej
Kumar KK ( The Kala Ratna) and Joy John
Thuruthikkara (The Best Upcoming

Entrepreneur) were the six recipients.
Later a new members’ ceremonial induction

was adorned by Rtn Major Donor PG
Muraleedharan. B S Pillai, M A Nizam, Shiny
Frank were also honored with appreciation
awards. Program Committee Convener M A
Nizam proposed vote of thanks while Leya
Joseph and Lino Joseph brilliantly compeered
the entire program.  A delicious dinner was also
served to all invited guests.

Rotary International Awards presented

Harvey Dulku: “Parents can enjoy the
peace of mind as their children play
with toys that turnout to be the foun-

dations of their kids becoming the next scien-
tists, tech gurus, engineers, or even mathe-
maticians who may wish to transform the
world in the future” 

Fantasy World is proud to be the first to
introduce the concept of STEM in toys to
Kuwait. This highlights its social responsibility
towards the local community where it oper-
ates, offering customer’s products that not
only entertain them but also broaden their
knowledge. In continuation with its on-going
commitment to offer toys that support chil-
dren in choosing their careers in future. 

STEM is the abbreviation for the disciplines of
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics. Kids may find these subjects intim-
idating; hence introducing toys that will help
them understand the discipline using friendly,
hands-on approach and simplified mechanics.  

For two decades, Fantasy World has been
an innovative trendsetter that surpasses its
competitors. Introducing the STEM concept in
Kuwait proves it being dedicated and respon-
sible towards the future of the nation as well. 

Harvey Dulku, Fantasy World’s Retail
Director, said: “As we believe kids truly deserve
the best, the brand’s philosophy is to help
broaden children’s knowledge while playing.
Toys that integrate an educational basis aid a
child’s early education and development.
Inducing kids to play with these toys tends to
be very crucial at an early age where parents
can discover their child’s hidden talents. For
example, teaching children the basics of elec-
tronic circuits and nanotechnology, solar and
wind power and how they are converted into
energy. Parents can enjoy the peace of mind
as their children grasp the foundations, inspir-
ing them to become the next generation sci-
entists, tech gurus, and engineers, or even
mathematicians who may transform the world

in the future.”
Burhan Kazi, Fantasy World’s Marketing

Specialist, added: “This is an opportunity for
parents towards the end of the summer break
to get their children back in school-mode and
refresh their memories on the core subjects for
the upcoming academic year. Additionally,
these toys can also be used as their project
assignments in the school. Morever, STEM toys
encourage family time as adults can play those
games with their kids. To put simply, STEM
toys fortify family bond; they are engaging
and fun to play and give children the chance
to learn something useful in the meantime.”

Customers are invited to visit Fantasy
World’s The Avenues store to see and experi-
ence the wide array of STEM concept toys that
are offered. Voice any inquiries and concerns
by visiting Fantasy World’s social media plat-
forms on Facebook (fantasyworldtoyskuwait),
Instagram(fantasyworldtoys) and YouTube
(fantasyworld Kuwait).

‘Nurture your kid’s brains while Playing with 

Fantasy World’s Amazing STEM Toys Collection’

Landmark Group has launched its 127th Centrepoint
outlet in Al Sharqiya Mall, Khaitan as the retailer
expands its presence outside the UAE. The move

marks the opening of Centrepoint’s 10th store in Kuwait. 
Plus size fashion brand “Yours London” has also

launched its first outlet in Kuwait, under the umbrella of
Landmark International, part of Landmark Group. It’s the
12th store across the GCC with presence in the UAE, KSA,
Bahrain and Qatar.

Yours London has a stylish range of clothing in sizes
14-32, designed to fit and flatter, including the latest

fashions in evening and daywear, all at great prices. The
region’s curvy women can breathe a sigh of relief as
their wardrobe options are increased, from skirts and
dresses to trousers and jackets and tops, lingerie and
swimwear.

Al Sharqiya Mall is strategically located in Farwaniya
Governorate, which houses some of the city’s prime
malls and entertainment areas. The residential popula-
tion in the area is split between Kuwaitis, Arab expats
and Asian expats, and is reflective of Centrepoint’s cus-
tomer demographic. 

“We are enthusiastic about the opening of our two
new stores in Khaitan. Our decision to open in Al
Sharqiya Mall was based on a desire to be more conve-
niently located for customers in this catchment area,”
stated Mr. Saibal Basu, Chief Operating Officer-
Landmark Group Kuwait. He added that, “Consumer
spending figures in Kuwait have remained consistently
buoyant and we have been delighted with the customer
response to Centrepoint since we entered the market.
We see a high percentage of repeat shoppers at our
stores due to the extensive range we offer and also con-

sistently aim to engage with new shoppers through our
exciting offering. Centrepoint has seen huge success
over the past few years as it serves as one shopping des-
tination for the entire family.”

The store opening in Kuwait is to be followed by 15
more across the GCC states by the end of the year.
Overall, Centrepoint aims to reach 142 outlets by year’s
end as part of its regional expansion plans. 

Centrepoint stores in Kuwait are located in Al Rai,
Avenues, Hawally, Salmiya, Fintas, Jahra, Fahaheel,
Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait City and now in Khaitan

Landmark Group Opens 10th Centrepoint 

store and 1st ‘Yours London’ store in Khaitan

Centrepoint management cutting the ribbon


